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Abstract

User modeling is critical for developing personalized services
in industry. A common way for user modeling is to learn user
representations that can be distinguished by their interests or
preferences. In this work, we focus on developing universal
user representation model. The obtained universal represen-
tations are expected to contain rich information, and be ap-
plicable to various downstream applications without further
modifications (e.g., user preference prediction and user pro-
filing). Accordingly, we can be free from the heavy work of
training task-specific models for every downstream task as
in previous works. In specific, we propose Self-supervised
User Modeling Network (SUMN) to encode behavior data
into the universal representation. It includes two key compo-
nents. The first one is a new learning objective, which guides
the model to fully identify and preserve valuable user in-
formation under a self-supervised learning framework. The
other one is a multi-hop aggregation layer, which benefits the
model capacity in aggregating diverse behaviors. Extensive
experiments on benchmark datasets show that our approach
can outperform state-of-the-art unsupervised representation
methods, and even compete with supervised ones.

Introduction
User modeling is one of the most important issues in the era
of big data. It helps business to better understand behaviors
of users and then improve the quality of commercial ser-
vices. A recent common solution is to learn an encoder to
convert collected user behavior data (e.g., search queries in
e-commerce platform) into low dimensional representations
with neural networks. Such an end-to-end learning paradigm
can not only reduce feature engineering work but also im-
prove performance compared to hand-crafted methods.

A large proportion of current user modeling approaches
are task-specific. That is, they are trained specifically for cer-
tain downstream applications in a supervised fashion, e.g.,
for click rate prediction and personalized recommendation
(Zhou et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019). Since the
models would be easily biased to the learning task, the gen-
eralization ability of these task-specific user representations
can probably be limited. They might only perform well in
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the designed application scenarios but fail on other unseen
tasks. Accordingly, to ensure performance, we have to train
a particular representation model for each downstream task.
But this is time-consuming and would cost a lot of comput-
ing and storage resources.

In contrast, this work focuses on learning universal user
representations. Basically, we attempt to learn a behavior
data encoder on a large amount of unlabeled user logs to
infer user representations. The obtained representations are
expected to be informative and applicable to various unseen
downstream tasks (like preference prediction). Compared to
the task-specific ones, universal representation model shows
great advantages in reducing engineering works, saving time
and computational costs. Despite the potential advantages,
so far there are only few public works discussing this sub-
ject (Benton, Arora, and Dredze 2016; Ding, Bickel, and
Pan 2017; Robertson 2004; Andrews and Bishop 2019). One
challenge in learning such a universal encoder is to design a
proper task to guide the encoder being capable of fully iden-
tifying valuable user information.

Through data exploration and analysis, we observe that
most of our users exhibit consistent behaviors over a rela-
tively long time span. This is probably because behaviors of
users are usually predominated by some consistent or slowly
evolved factors like gender, age, hobbies, etc. For example, a
man may have long-term and consistent interests in search-
ing men’s clothing/shoes. Such a kind of behavioral consis-
tency motivates us to develop a new learning task by mining
the implicit dependencies between behaviors.

Accordingly, a novel objective named as behavioral con-
sistency loss is presented. During training, each sample con-
sists of two disjoint sets of user behaviors, i.e., the input and
target sets respectively. The encoder generates the universal
user representation based on the input behavior data. Then
the loss is built by predicting the number of occurrences of
every element in the target set. Such an objective guides the
representation model to fully discover and characterize the
underlying consistent factors shared within user behaviors.
The learned universal representations would thus retain rich
information, leading to a better performance and wider range
of applications. Our method falls into the self-supervised
learning paradigm in the sense that user behavior sequence
itself can provide supervisory signal (LeCun 2020).

Besides the need of a proper learning task, another key to
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the success of achieving satisfactory user representations is
the design of neural network. In the literature, most exist-
ing works follow the same design paradigm: first encoding
variable-sized behavior items (e.g., posted tweets or search
queries) as embeddings and then applying some kind of in-
formation aggregation module to obtain the fixed-sized user
representation. A common way for aggregation is to use max
(or average) pooling or attention mechanism. However, in
our case, the user behavior sequences are usually not seman-
tically coherent as in NLP applications like sentence embed-
ding. Therefore, we argue that simple pooling or attention
can hardly characterize users well due to the diversity of be-
haviors. To alleviate this issue, we propose a multi-hop ag-
gregation layer to increase the model capacity in summariz-
ing diverse aspects of users. It is realized by performing at-
tention multiple times with shared parameters, refining user
representation iteratively.

The framework is named as Self-supervised User Model-
ing Network, termed as SUMN. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:

• Universal user modeling is an important but less-explored
topic. In this work, we propose to train effective univer-
sal user representations with a novel objective named be-
havioral consistency loss. The learned representations are
informative and can be directly applied to various down-
stream tasks, e.g., predicting user preferences and infer-
ring user profiles.

• We identify the limitation of using simple pooling to sum-
marize user behavior embeddings and introduce a multi-
hop aggregation layer. This layer employs multi-hop at-
tention mechanism to incrementally refine user represen-
tation. It can improve the model capacity and better tackle
the diversity dilemma.

• We conduct extensive experiments on three datasets col-
lected from e-commerce platforms and public social me-
dia websites. The results in these experiments demon-
strate the effectiveness and transferability of the learned
user representations.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the pi-
oneering works showing that it is possible to obtain generic
user representations via self-supervised learning. Moreover,
the obtained user representations can be seamlessly applied
to a board range of downstream applications and achieve
promising results. Source codes of SUMN will be released
at https://github.com/m2408gj/SUMN.

Related Work
User modeling has gained growing attention in recent years
(Piao and Breslin 2018; Pan and Ding 2019; Li and Zhao
2020). A brief review is presented in this part.

Task-specific User Representation Learning There is a
rich literature on task-specific user representation modeling
(Yu et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019; An et al. 2019). These models
are typically learned in a supervised manner for one or sev-
eral particular applications. To achieve better performance
on downstream applications, the model components for rep-
resentation extraction and target task mapping are usually

trained simultaneously (Xue et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2019; Ni
et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019). But with such an end-to-end
learning strategy, the information unrelated to the target task
is quite likely to be ignored and discarded. Thus the gen-
eralization abilities of these specifically learned user repre-
sentations are probably limited, which means that they can
hardly be applied or transferred to other unseen scenarios
directly. Moreover, some task-specific user modeling meth-
ods (Chen et al. 2018; An et al. 2019) require additional
rounds of gradient descent to obtain the representations for
new users. They might achieve better applicability, but are
more time-consuming and less efficient.

Universal User Representation Learning Compared to
the task-specific user modeling, the study about the univer-
sal user representation learning is still in early stage. Exist-
ing methods generally adopt dimensionality reduction (e.g.,
PCA and autoencoder) or word/document embedding tech-
niques to generate user representations (Yu, Wan, and Zhou
2016; Amir et al. 2016; Benton, Arora, and Dredze 2016;
Ding, Bickel, and Pan 2017). Beyond that, (Ni et al. 2018)
proposes to learn universal user embeddings with multiple
supervised tasks. Despite the improvements, the generaliza-
tion ability of this method may still suffer due to the require-
ment of annotated training set and the lack of principles of
selecting proper training tasks. (Andrews and Bishop 2019)
explores to achieve satisfactory user representations with an
identity prediction based objective. It focuses on mining dis-
tinctive features for predicting user’s identity. We found that
such a representation model is more suitable for dealing with
matching-related tasks, while less effective on other down-
stream tasks like user profiling. Recently, several interesting
works show that the relationships between users can be well
captured by using graph embedding approaches (Park et al.
2020; Lin and Wang 2020; Long et al. 2020). We believe that
mining user relationships and interests behind behaviors si-
multaneously would benefit the user modeling and is worth
exploring in the future.

Feature Pooling Average and max pooling are the most
widely used modules for feature aggregation in neural net-
works. To realize a learnable and more effective pooling, one
typical alternative network module in the NLP field is atten-
tion (Yang et al. 2016). The main idea is to learn a fixed con-
text vector to measure the importance of each feature and
then aggregate them by weighted summation. However, we
argue that using only a single attention module can hardly
characterize users well due to the diversity of behaviors. In
contrast, multi-hop attention (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015; Miller
et al. 2016) (can be viewed as a form of memory) is capa-
ble of capturing rich information from different aspects of
inputs, refining user representations iteratively. Such an ad-
vantage of multi-hop attention exactly corresponds with our
demands for the feature pooling strategy.

Learning Universal Representation
In this work, we focus on mining long-term interests of users
for addressing various business needs in e-commerce plat-
forms or social networks, e.g., user profiling and preference
prediction. Our solution for this issue is to achieve an uni-
versal user representation encoder. For example, a man who
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Figure 1: Illustration of our SUMN approach for learning universal user representations with search logs as inputs. The repre-
sentation encoder is trained once. The inferred user representations can be applied to various downstream tasks, like preference
identification and user profiling (with only further training simple corresponding classifiers).

loves outside activities may probably have many search logs
about men’s outdoor goods. Mining such long-term prefer-
ences and user properties to produce effective universal user
representation is the subject of this work. Once the univer-
sal representations are obtained, they can be directly applied
to downstream tasks without further fine-tuning. We can be
free from the heavy work of training task-specific represen-
tation models as in previous works.

For this purpose, we propose a Self-supervised User Mod-
eling Network (SUMN) to encode raw historical behaviors S
into user representation u ∈ Rd (d is the embedding dimen-
sion). The overview of SUMN is shown in Figure 1. Gen-
erally, SUMN is trained in a self-supervised manner with
a novel objective named behavioral consistency loss. This
is motivated by the observation that there are some consis-
tent (or slowly changed) underlying features that predom-
inate one’s behaviors over a long time (e.g., age, gender,
habits). Moreover, a multi-hop aggregation layer is further
introduced, which refines user representations via multi-pass
attention. Such a module helps increase the model capacity
in summarizing diverse aspects of user behaviors.

Preliminaries
Let U = {u1, u2, · · · , un} be a set of users. Given a user,
his/her behavior history can be formulized as a set, i.e.,
S = {x1, . . . , x|S|}. Specifically, xt denotes the context
or content of the t-th behavior, and |S| is the total number
of the historical behaviors. The goal of user representation
learning is to achieve an encoder that is capable of generat-
ing low-dimensional yet informative representations based
on historical behaviors.

As shown in Figure 1, there are three main components
in SUMN. The first one is a behavior encoder, which learns

to transform the behaviors in S into corresponding embed-
dings, i.e.,

et = fbehavior(xt), (1)

where et ∈ Rd denotes the embedding of xt, with dimension
of d.

Since unstructured text is ubiquitous in user logs and
usually contains rich information, without loss of general-
ity, we focus on the text modality in this work. Accord-
ingly, the contents of historical behaviors are supposed to
be their own texts (e.g., the visiting behavior can be natu-
rally formed as the title of the visited good). Formally, xt
can be further expressed as [wt

1, · · · , wt
|xt|], where wt

i de-
notes a word drawn from a vocabulary V , and |xt| denotes
the length of xt (namely the number of words). The be-
havior encoder fbehavior turns out to be a function for text
modeling. Here we adopt mean word embedding, namely
fbehavior(x) = 1

|x|
∑|x|

i wi, where wi is the embedding
of the word wi. Compared to more recent text embedding
methods, e.g., BERT (Devlin et al. 2019), mean embedding
has a great advantage in efficiency. Since one person usually
have hundreds of behaviors in real-world applications, it is
time-consuming and computationally expensive to encode
behaviors with BERT.

The variable-sized behavior embeddings are then sent to
a new aggregation layer to yield the fixed-sized user repre-
sentation, i.e.,

u = Aggregate({e1, · · · , e|S|}), (2)

where u ∈ Rd denotes the user representation. The aggre-
gation layer uses multi-hop attention and can better retain
the diversity of behaviors compared to simple pooling ap-
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proaches. More details are given in the “Multi-hop Aggre-
gation Layer” section.

The third key component is the behavioral consistency
loss. It takes u as inputs and guides the model to predict
the distribution of the word occurrences in a target behavior
set T = {y1, . . . , y|T |}. The historical and target behavior
sets are disjoint, and yt has the same definition as x. The
learning process asks SUMN to discover implicit dependen-
cies between user behaviors. Refer to the following section
for more details.

Behavioral Consistency Loss
With behavioral consistency loss, SUMN is driven to yield
generic and informative user representations. Specifically, a
user representation u can be derived after aggregating the
behavior embeddings. Based on u, the model is then asked
to predict the occurrence of every element (i.e., word) in a
target behavior set T . The target set is formed with the be-
haviors that are not overlapped with historical ones in terms
of time. The optimization is performed by minimizing the
gap between the ground-truth and predictions.

The behavioral consistency loss is motivated by the obser-
vation that behaviors of users are usually affected by some
consistent or slowly changed latent factors, e.g., age, gender,
hobbies (reflecting long-term behavioral habits). Thus there
exists dependencies/relations between behaviors in different
time periods. By predicting some statistics of target behav-
iors, the user representation encoder is driven to well charac-
terize the latent consistent factors from historical behaviors.
Accordingly, the generated user representation would be in-
formative and interest- or preference-aware.

In practice, all elements in T are included in the loss
function to preserve more information regardless of their
popularity. The elements refer to the words appeared in yt
(t = 1, . . . , |T |) since we have restricted the contents of
behaviors to be text. For simplicity, we collect “future” be-
haviors happened after historical ones to build the set T in
this work (though other alternatives might also work, e.g., T
= S, refer to the “Ablation Study” section for more details).
With user embedding u as input, the distribution of word
occurrences can be predicted as

p̂(w|u) =
exp(oT

wf(u))∑
w′∈V exp(oT

w′f(u))
, (3)

where f(u) is a fully connected layer, i.e., f(u) =
ReLU(Wou) (Wo ∈ Rd×d is the parameter matrix for lin-
ear transformation). w,w′ ∈ V denotes a word in target be-
haviors, and the vector ow ∈ Rd is the mapping parameter
corresponding to the word w for the occurrence prediction.

The ground-truth is the normalized occurrences of words,
i.e.,

p(w|u) =
log(1 + count(w))∑

w′∈V log(1 + count(w))
, (4)

where count(w) is the number of occurrence of the word w
in T . An example is given in Figure 1. The log operation
could prevent the parts of common words from occupying
the most of the distribution. Given p(w|u) and p̂(w|u), the

Kullback–Leibler divergence is used to measure the differ-
ences, which defines the loss function:

L = DKL(p||p̂) ∝ −
∑
w∈V

p(w|u) log p̂(w|u). (5)

Multi-hop Aggregation Layer
An aggregation layer is required to convert a variable num-
ber of behavior embeddings {e1, e2, · · · , e|S|} into a fixed-
sized user representation u (Equation (2)). In SUMN, we
introduce a new multi-hop aggregation module. The archi-
tecture is a form of memory layer (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015).

In real-world applications, we found that such an aggre-
gation achieves a desirable trade-off between efficiency and
effectiveness in information integration. It is capable of min-
ing diverse aspects of users compared to simple max or av-
erage pooling operations. Furthermore, in comparison with
more complicated architectures (e.g., self-attention based
aggregation), multi-hop aggregation mechanism excels at
efficiency, especially when dealing with hundreds of histor-
ical behavior embeddings.

Specifically, suppose there are N ∈ N+ hops. In every
hop, the behavior embeddings are projected to their own key
and value embeddings with a linear transformation, i.e.,

kt = LN(WKet) vt = LN(WV et), (6)

where WK ∈ Rd×d and WV ∈ Rd×d are parameter ma-
trices for transformation, which are shared in each hop. LN
stands for the layer normalization layer (Ba, Kiros, and Hin-
ton 2016).

For each user, let u(h−1) be the refined user representation
after h − 1 hops. The attention scores used in the h-th hop
can be computed as

α
(h)
t =

exp(kT
t u

(h−1))∑|S|
j=1 exp(kT

j u
(h−1))

. (7)

The aggregation layer maintains a memory vector m(h) to
accumulate collected information after the first h hop. The
attention scores indicate which behavior should be empha-
sized or neglected according to current collected informa-
tion. Subsequently, the memory update ∆m(h) in the h-th
hop is constructed by the weighted sum of the value em-
beddings, namely ∆m(h) =

∑|S|
t=1 α

(h)
t vt. Then the up-

date is applied to the current memory vector as m(h) =
m(h−1) + ∆m(h).

The user representation is the layer-normalized memory
vector for consistent numerical scale:

u(h) = LN(m(h)). (8)

The initial memory vector, denoted as m(0), is randomly
initialized and needed to be trained with error back propa-
gation. We further set u(0) = m(0).

The multi-hop aggregation layer outputsN user represen-
tations [u(1), · · · ,u(N)], corresponding to N hops respec-
tively. In training phase, we perform training with the same
loss on all these representations to alleviate long-term mem-
orization burden. During testing, only u(N) is kept as the
final user embedding while the others are discarded.
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Dataset |U | UL.|S| UL.|x| |V|
Amazon 1,725,907 25 35 50,000
Twitter 741,279 10 12 30,000
Industrial 64,000,000 320 8 178,422

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets. The symbol UL. indicates
the truncation threshold.

Experiments
In this section, we report extensive experimental results on
multiple real-world datasets and tasks. The thorough com-
parison with several state-of-the-art methods verifies the su-
periority of our SUMN.

Datasets & Implementation Details
The experiments are conducted on two e-commerce datasets
and one social media dataset. Each dataset consists of large-
scale unlabelled user behaviors for learning meaningful user
representations. The types of text include product descrip-
tions, tweets and search queries. An overview of the datasets
is summarized in Table 1.

Amazon Dataset1 This dataset includes product reviews
and involved product metadata like titles and categories. For
each user, the reviewed product titles make up a review be-
havior sequence. We selected the review logs happened be-
tween 2014-07 and 2014-12 to form the historical set S,
while taking the review logs happened between 2015-01 and
2015-06 for the target set T . Users without review logs in ei-
ther of these two periods are omitted.

Twitter Dataset We download the twitter archives be-
tween 2016-08 and 2017-01 from the Internet Archive 2

to evaluate the performance of our SUMN on social media
data. For each person, his/her posted tweets are collected
to build the history/target behavior set. Specifically, all re-
tweets and non-English tweets are filtered out. The tweets
posted from 2016-08 to 2016-10 are chosen for S, while the
rest ones are selected for T .

Industrial Dataset We also build a dataset by collect-
ing search logs on a popular e-commerce platform to verify
the effectiveness of SUMN in real-world scenarios. We ran-
domly sampled 64 million users who have search logs both
in 2019-02∼ 2019-03 and 2019-06∼2019-07. Queries in the
former period are collected for building S, and those in the
latter period are chosen for T .

Data Prepossessing For English texts, we perform the
operations of lowercasing and word stemming. The Chinese
texts are segmented by using Jieba3. A dedicated vocabulary
is constructed for each dataset. We also set truncation thresh-
olds to limit the number of behaviors in S, as well as the
number of words in x. The exceeded behaviors or words are
removed. The principle of the setting of truncation threshold
is that 95% data values can be covered by the threshold (e.g.,
in Amazon Dataset, the threshold for |S| is set as 25 since
95% of the size of the historical sets are smaller than 25).

1https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html
2https://archive.org/
3https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

Method Computers &
Technology

Video
Games

Costumes &
Accessories

TextCNN 0.7768 0.7953 0.7747
HAN 0.8092 0.8235 0.8072
TFIDF 0.6733 0.7360 0.7102
Word2Vec 0.7526 0.7805 0.7622
Doc2Vec 0.7658 0.7917 0.7775
SUMN-AE 0.7662 0.7979 0.7753
SUMN-ID 0.7771 0.8021 0.7832
SUMN-MEAN 0.7569 0.7893 0.7670
SUMN-MAX 0.7851 0.8038 0.7814
SUMN 0.7948 0.8245 0.8010

Table 2: Performance comparison in terms of AUC on Ama-
zon dataset. The downstream task is to predict category pref-
erences. We use bold font to highlight wins.

The statistics of vocabularies and truncation thresholds are
listed in Table 1.

Parameter Setting of SUMN For all datasets, the dimen-
sion of all embeddings in SUMN, namely d, is set to be 256,
and the number of hops is set to be 5. The loss function
(Equation 5) is optimized by the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size
of 256. The training is stopped when the loss converges on
the validation set.

Evaluations on Downstream Tasks

We compare the performance of our approach against other
representative methods on two downstream tasks. Specifi-
cally, one is category preference identification and the other
is user profiling.

Data Collection Category preference identification refers
to the task of predicting whether a user have a long-term
preference for the commodities in the target category. This
requires to capture user’s shopping interests.

For this task, we conduct experiments on two e-commerce
datasets. For Amazon dataset, three categories are included:
books of computers & technology, video games and cos-
tumes & accessories. Review logs between 2015-07 and
2015-12 are collected to infer the user representations, and
a user is labeled as positive if there exists at least one re-
view log between 2016-07 and 2016-12. A total of 191,856
samples are collected. For the industrial dataset, we consider
three categories including outdoor products, children’s prod-
ucts and car accessories for evaluation. We collect search
queries from 2019-05 to 2019-06 for user representation in-
ference, and transaction logs between 2019-08 and 2019-09
for user labeling, which makes up a set containing 2.4 mil-
lion samples. For all evaluation datasets, we randomly select
80% of the samples for training downstream models and the
rest for performance test.

User profiling prediction aims to identify user aspects
such as gender and age. We also conduct experiments on two
datasets. For Twitter dataset, the evaluation task is gender
classification. The evaluation dataset is the Author Profiling
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Method Outdoor
Products

Children’s
Products

Car
Accessories

TextCNN 0.7627 0.8538 0.8521
TFIDF 0.6720 0.7738 0.8118
Word2Vec 0.7032 0.7982 0.8203
Doc2Vec 0.7552 0.8381 0.8443
SUMN-AE 0.7583 0.8550 0.8525
SUMN-ID 0.7576 0.8503 0.8397
SUMN-MEAN 0.7102 0.8112 0.8363
SUMN-MAX 0.7461 0.8416 0.8431
SUMN 0.7784 0.8700 0.8701

Table 3: Performance comparison in terms of AUC on in-
dustrial dataset. The downstream task is to predict category
preferences. We use bold font to show wins.

dataset4, which provides gender labels of twitter users, as
well as corresponding tweet logs. For each user, we sample
at most ten tweets as inputs to SUMN to generate user rep-
resentations. There are 3,000 samples collected for training
and 1,900 samples for test. For industrial dataset, we eval-
uate performances on two sub-tasks: (1) user age classifica-
tion task (6-class), which predicts the age ranges of users.
There are 1,628,958 samples for training and 543,561 sam-
ples for testing; (2) baby age classification task (7-class),
which predicts the age ranges of users’ babies. The sizes of
the training and testing sets are 396,749 and 99,411 respec-
tively. Search queries are collected for user representation
inference. The ground-truth age label comes from an online
questionnaire.

Competitors Two types of previous representative ap-
proaches are selected for comparison. The first class of
methods generate (unsupervised) user representations with-
out access to the annotated data labels in downstream tasks.
The competitors include: (1)TF-IDF (Robertson 2004),
which views texts in one’s behaviors as a single document
and uses a sparse statistical vector for user representation;
(2)Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013), training word embed-
dings on an unlabelled corpus and computing user represen-
tations as the average of the word embeddings in behaviors;
(3)Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov 2014), regarding the behaviors
of a person as a document and learning a document embed-
ding for user representation. The other type of competitors
simultaneously learn task-specific representation encoders
and classifiers in a supervised manner on downstream tasks.
Specifically, they are: (1)TextCNN (Kim 2014), applying
convolution operations on the embedding concatenation of
all words appeared in behaviors and using max pooling to
get user representations; (2)HAN (Yang et al. 2016), em-
ploying a hierarchical attention network, where two levels
of attention operations are adopted to aggregate word and
behavior embeddings respectively; (3)BERT (Devlin et al.
2019), training a deep language model on a large corpus and
being finetuned on downstream tasks. In our case, the model
input is the concatenated behavior texts separated by a spe-
cial token ‘[SEP]’.

4https://pan.webis.de/clef17/pan17-web/author-profiling.html

Method Accuracy AUC
TextCNN 69.15 0.7538
HAN 69.21 0.7633
BERT 70.79 0.7767
TFIDF 67.54 0.7259
Word2Vec 67.98 0.7368
Doc2Vec 68.42 0.7451
SUMN-AE 68.54 0.7517
SUMN-ID 67.16 0.7398
SUMN-MEAN 69.33 0.7594
SUMN-MAX 67.94 0.7326
SUMN 70.28 0.7728

Table 4: Performance comparison on gender prediction of
twitter users in terms of accuracy and AUC. We use bold
font to highlight wins.

Downstream Models For unsupervised methods, the
downstream models are implemented by MLP classifiers ap-
plied after the derived representations (generated by SUMN
or competitors). The MLP has only one single hidden layer
with the dimension set as 128. Moreover, we use pre-trained
word embeddings to initialize TextCNN and HAN to prevent
overfitting. The hyper-parameters of the supervised com-
petitors are tuned on the validation set. For both the MLP
and supervised models, we use Adam with a learning rate of
0.001 as the optimizer, and the batch size is set as 256.

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of category preference
identification on the Amazon and industrial datasets, re-
spectively. Tables 4 and 5 list the comparisons on the two
datasets of user profiling prediction. Results are reported by
ourselves5. We have two observations. First, SUMN consis-
tently outperforms the unsupervised competitors, e.g., about
0.027 average AUC improvements than Doc2Vec on the in-
dustrial dataset in predicting category preferences. Second,
our model achieves comparable performance to supervised
methods, e.g., about 1% higher accuracy than TextCNN and
HAN on the tweet dataset. It is noteworthy that the aim of
this work is not to develop highly effective task-specific rep-
resentation encoders. The cost would be high if we always
train a supervised model for a new task. In contrast, SUMN
generates universal user representations that are shared for
downstream tasks. The universal representation can be eas-
ily applied to various tasks with only training a simple MLP,
which meets the requirements of efficiency, easy-using and
effectiveness in real-world applications.

Ablation Study & Discussion
In this part, we aim to show that the performance of SUMN
benefits from the introduced components. Moreover, several
performance issues are discussed.

Ablation Study We use 4 variants of SUMN as baselines
for comparison: (1)SUMN-AE, where the historical and tar-

5The results of HAN and BERT are not available in some
cases because the model training is extremely slow and costs too
many computing resources (there are hundreds or even thousands
of words as model inputs) in these cases.
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Method Age Baby Age
TextCNN 60.64 72.03
TFIDF 61.22 69.06
Word2Vec 57.52 66.66
Doc2Vec 53.51 65.86
SUMN-AE 61.93 67.30
SUMN-ID 56.62 64.85
SUMN-MEAN 62.14 70.84
SUMN-MAX 61.55 70.03
SUMN 64.47 72.17

Table 5: Performance comparison on age and baby-age pre-
dictions in terms of accuracy on industrial dataset. We use
bold font to highlight wins.

get behavior sets are set to be the same, namely T = S; (2)
SUMN-ID, replacing the objective in SUMN with an identity
prediction task (also designed for user representation learn-
ing presented by (Andrews and Bishop 2019)); (3) SUMN-
MEAN, using mean pooling to replace the multi-hop aggre-
gation layer; (4)SUMN-MAX, using max pooling for aggre-
gation. All training configurations and parameters are set to
be the same as those of SUMN.

One can observe from tables 2-5 that SUMN works
consistently better than SUMN-(AE,ID) and SUMN-
(MEAN,MAX). The comparison demonstrates the effective-
ness of the presented behavioral consistency loss and multi-
hop aggregation layer.

Effects of Multi-hop Aggregation The experiment is
conducted on the Amazon evaluation dataset prepared for
the preference prediction task of the video-game category.
Specifically, we divide users into four disjoint sets accord-
ing to the numbers of their activities. The representations of
these users in four sets are generated by SUMN, SUMN-
MAX and SUMN-MEAN, respectively. The comparisons
are shown in Figure 2, in which the results are reported on
hold-out validation sets. One can observe that multi-hop ag-
gregation can better characterize users with more (usually
diverse) behaviors than max or average pooling.

Visualization of Representation We generate represen-
tations for users in the industrial evaluation dataset prepared
for the category preference prediction experiments. PCA
(Rokhlin, Szlam, and Tygert 2010) is then applied to the de-
rived user representations. Figure 3 visualizes the first three
principal components, where only users with positive labels
are included. We can see that the users with the same cate-
gory preference are embedded more close, though the repre-
sentation model SUMN is trained with no access to prefer-
ence labels.

Training time The models are trained on one V100 GPU
and can achieve reasonable performances quickly. For ex-
ample, with the batch size set as 256, the SUMN model con-
verges on the industrial dataset after training 250,000 mini-
batches in about 11 hours. Moreover, SUMN-ID, SUMN-
AE, SUMN-MEAN and SUMN-MAX cost about 7.1 hours,
11.6 hours, 6.4 hours and 6.4 hours, respectively.

Discussion This work has been widely used on our e-
commerce platform, predicting hundreds of user preference

Figure 2: Performance comparison of applying different ag-
gregation mechanisms to different user sets. The horizon-
tal axis represents four user activity levels, corresponding to
four disjoint user sets with different activities measured by
the numbers of behaviors.

Figure 3: Visualization of the first three principal compo-
nents of user representations. The dots with the same color
refer to the embeddings of users with the same category pref-
erence.

and attribute labels online. During the process, detailed ex-
periments are conducted on our own dataset in Alibaba. Al-
though these data can not be released due to privacy issue
and trade secret, we understand that some readers may want
to see the results. Accordingly, we give several observations
and insights in the following.

Sequence information SUMN does not explicitly encode
sequence information. One may wonder whether the perfor-
mance can be further improved if we replace the multi-hop
aggregation layer with a sequence data encoder, e.g., trans-
former. The experimental results show that though the trans-
former module introduces more parameters (which is com-
putationally expensive and memory intensive), the perfor-
mance improvement is very marginal (less than 1% on the
task of user age prediction). This is predictable since long-
term preference and user properties usually evolve slowly.
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Thus, capturing such evolving with sequence data encoder
has minor effects on the performance.

Effects of the number of hops We explored this issue on
the evaluation dataset prepared for the user age prediction
task. The main conclusion is that with the increase of the
number of hops, the prediction accuracy first grows rapidly
(+1% before the number set to be 2) and then continues to
increase steadily.

Extension for large log data It is easy to extend our work
to deal with log data over a large time span. The log data can
be collected weekly, and the representation model can infer
week-level user representations. A simple pooling method,
e.g., average pooling, can then be used to aggregate week-
level representations into a user-level representation. In fact,
our online representation model adopts the extended version
of SUMN. According to our experience, generating user rep-
resentations by using large log data can benefit the long-term
preference prediction and user profiling. For example, on the
user age prediction task, the accuracy improves 5%+ when
we expand the time span of logs for representation inference
from two months to six months.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a self-supervised approach
(SUMN) for universal user representation learning. Inspired
by the observation that the user behaviors show some inher-
ent consistency, we design a novel learning objective named
behavioral consistency loss to guide the model to extract
latent user factors. To further tackle the diversity problem,
we propose a multi-hop aggregation layer which leverages
multi-hop attention to iteratively refine user representations.
We conduct experiments on several real-world datasets and
experimental results show that the proposed SUMN outper-
forms state-of-the-art user representation learning methods.

The study of learning universal user representation is still
in the early stage. SUMN is one of the pioneering works in
this field. Although our model has shown promising perfor-
mance on the tasks like user profiling and preference pre-
diction, the generated representations are certainly not om-
nipotent for all user modeling applications. Developing uni-
versal user representation model that is capable of capturing
diverse and evolving short-term interests is necessary for the
downstream tasks like commodity recommendation. How to
design a comprehensive and more accurate user modeling
method is the focus of our future work.
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